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ABSTRACT
The formation of an explosion crater is a highly complex
process.

All of the pertinent parameters governing the

mechanisms of cratering are not clearly understood or known.
Many cratering experiments were performed in desert alluvium
in an effort to relate crater dimensions with charge weight
and depth of burst.

Various scaling laws were devised in an

attempt to correlate the data gathered from these experiments.
When cube-root scaling was used to correlate results of tests
conducted at a constant scaled depth of burst, larger charge
weights consistently gave smaller scaled results.
particularly true of apparent crater volume.

This was

When gravity

scaling was used this trend was less evident.
A mathematical ballistic model of the ejecta process was
derived and used to show that theoretically the scaled ejecta
volume decreases in the same manner as the scaled apparent
crater volume when true crater dimensions are increased in
accordance with the cube-root scaling law while gravity and
particle velocity are held constant.
On the basis of this investigation it was concluded that
the inability to scale gravity in field experiments accounts
for the systematic deviation of scaled apparent crater
volumes from the cube-root law.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Cratering is of interest to both scientists and engineers.
Since craters were first noticed as a distinct landscape
structure on the earth and on the moon, the nature of their
origin has been

speculat~d

upon.

Today, craters which were

once thought to be formed by volcanic action are proved to
be formed by meteor impact.

And, the question as to the

origin of extra-terrestrial craters is unresolved.

The first

man-made craters using explosive energy probably originated
along with the advent of gunpowder.

Man then began to use

chemical explosives to help him in his work of farming,
building, and mining.

When Enrico Fermi demonstrated the

controlled release of fission energy a new field of explosive
technology was introduced.

This new source of explosive

energy, the nuclear reaction, was a much more potent source
of energy than chemical explosives.

The applications that

this new explosive technology would permit were virtually
unknown.
The Atomic Energy Act was first enacted in 1946.

In

1957 the Atomic Energy Comission established the Plowshare
Program to investigate the range of peaceful engineering
uses of nuclear explosives.
The Plowshare Prqgram is one of a series of sponsored
programs to determine the effect of bomb delivered nuclear
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explosives and the ground emplacement of nuclear explosives
for excavation purposes i.e. canals, strip mining, railroad
and highway cuts.

The achievement of this latter purpose

would then enable the engineer to predict by some means the
geometrical configuration, dimensions and general topography
of the earth's surface after a nuclear charge had been detonated.
Basically the approach to the problem of predicting
crater dimensions is twofold:

First is the empirical

approach where a relationship between charge size, depth of
burst, crater depth and crater radius is established with
field experiments.

The second approach is "theoretical"

which involves the development of suitable theory or theories
for predicting crater dimensions for a given charge size
and depth of burst.

This method requires that a mathematical

model be derived upon a physical basis to simulate the complex
phenomena taking place during craterlng.

This mathematical

model could then be used to generate the necessary results.
The greatest portion of the Plowshare Program has been
devoted to the empirical method.

Besides the field measure-

ments, films and pictures of the cratering events supply a
vast amount of visual data about cratering chronology and
phenomenology.

Both chemical and nuclear explosives have

been used in the Plowshare Projects and the types of media
studied have ranged from marine muck to hard, dry basalt,
although most of the effort has been devoted to craters in
the Nevada Test Site desert alluvium and basalt.
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It is necessary to establish a set of definitions for
craters.

Figure 1 illustrates a typical crater cross-

section in rock.

Appendix A lists a detailed and precise

set of definitions of crater dimensions and terminology.
Other symbols will be defined as they are used.
I.

CRATERING PHENOMENOLOGY

The effect an explosive will have on the surrounding
medium depends on the charge composition, shape, size,
method of detonation, method of coupling of the explosive
charge to the medium and the physical characteristics of
the medium.

In this discussion it

~s

assumed that the

charge is spherically shaped and detonated at its center of
gravity.

The two types of media considered here are rock

and soil.
During the explosion process the explosive is converted
to gas at high temperature and pressure.

The volume of the

gas is equal to the volume of the explosive charge in the
case of chemical explosives.

For nuclear devices the volume

of the gases, or fireball, is not as well defined.

Mechan-

ical energy is imparted to the medium at the charge radius
boundary.

The charge r.adius is defined as the distance

from the center of gravity of the charge to the point where
the transmission of energy is faster by shock than by radiation.

This radius is equal to the radius of the inert

charge for chemical explosives and therefore it is independent of the type of medium.

The charge radius for a

-, -EJECTA PORTION OF L1 P
\

\

DISPLACEMENT OF
ORIGINAL GROUND
SURFACE

/

APPARENT
..__-CRATER
BOUNDARY

I

I

ORIGINAL
-GROUND
SURFACE

-FALLBACK

Figure 1. Cross-section of a typical crater
in rock (after Nordyke) o
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nuclear device is dependent on the type of medium.

The

high temperature of the gases derived from a chemical
explosive vaporizes water near the explosive cavity.

The

water vapor remains in the gaseous state for the duration
of the gas ball life and as a result it can cnntribute
substantially to explosive gas pressure on the cavity walls.
The temperature of the gases derived from a nuclear device
is sufficient to vaporize a substantial portion of the
medium surrounding the device.

The efficiencey of trans-

ferring the available mechanical energy in the explosive to
the medium depends primarily on the overall coupling between
explosive and medium.

The transmitted mechanical energy is

exhibited in the medium as kinetic and hydrodynamic energy
behind the shock front.

The shock wave front is charac-

terized by an abrupt discontinuity in the physical state
of the medium.

Beyond the shock front particles move and

are displaced in the direction of the shock propagation.
Ahead of the shock front the material is quiesient.

(It

has been assumed here that the explosive forces have not
generated shear waves.)

Crushing, compaction, and plastic

deformation occur in the medium immediately surrounding
the explosive cavity.

These phenomena continue outward

from the explosive cavity until the stress in the shock
front is less than the dynamic crushing strength of the medium.
As the shock progresses outward from the cavity its profile
changes due to crushing, compacting, and plastic deformation of medium, friction, waste heat, variation of the
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gas ball pressure on the cavity walls, and the spherical
divergence of the stress wave.

The distance at which the

stress in the shock front becomes less than the dynamic
crushing strength of the rock is the boundary of the
rupture zone.

The distance at which the stress in the

shock front becomes less than the stress necessary for
plastic deformation is the boundary between the plastic and
elastic zones.

See Figure 2.

Thus, it can be seen that

the limits to which each of these zones will extend depends
upon the magnitude of the shock wave and the physical
properties of the medium.

It is to be expected that the

rupture and plastic zones in soils are larger and more
extensive than in rock.

Furthermore, the extensive dis-

placement of the soil provides additional volume for the
gas expansion.

In rock, hoop stresses induced by the

diverging shock wave cause fractures to radiate outward
from the explosion cavity.
The efficiency of the shock wave transmission in the
medium depends on the number of air-to-solid interfaces or
voids.

In dry or partially saturated soils there are an

infinite number of such interfaces.

The shock wave energy

tends to channel into the air voids where it is lost in
compressing the air.
voids.

Therefo~e,

In saturated soils there are less air

shock damage of saturated soils is

greater than for unsaturated soils.

In rock some part of

the shock energy is lost when the shock crosses existing
joints or fault planes.

CRATER PROFILE

Apparent
Original Ground

Fallback on Lip

Surface~-r--------~~~~~
Elastic Zone

Fallback------~

Rupture Zone----~
Plastic Zone ___________.

Figure 2. Identification of boundaries associated
with an explosive crater (after Nordyke).
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When the compressional shock wave reaches the earth-toair interface it must match the boundary condition that the
normal stress at the interface be nil.

This results in

the generation of a negative stress or tensile stress wave
that propagates back into the medium.

Directly above the

explosive cavity the shock wave strikes the earth's surface
at normal
reflected.

inc~dence

and only a tensile stress wave is

At any other point on the earth's surface both

tensile and shear waves are generated upon reflection.

The

impinging compressional shock wave interferes with the
reflected tensile shock wave.

In the zone of interference

of the two shock waves the principle of superposition is
assumed to apply and the resultant stress wave is the
vector sum of the ordinates of the two interfering waves.
Should the peak tensile stress in the resultant stress
wave exceed the dynamic tensile strength of material a
piece will fly off with a velocity characteristic of the
momentum trapped in it.

This creates a new free surface

and the phenomena of interfence continues to be repeated.
In a soil or alluvial material this causes each particle
to fly off individually and the process is called "spalling".
In rock the process is called "slabbing" and the size,
shape, and thickness of the slabs is generally determined
by pre-existing joints and zones of weakness.

For

massive rock the thickness of the slabs is determined by
the dynamic tensile strength of the rocks and the shock
wave profile (Rinehart, 1960, p. 25- 35).

Outward from
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ground zero, peak particle velocities decrease with
increasing travel time for the shock wave.

The reflected

tensile stress wave in alluvial material causes a decrease
in the shear strength of the medium.

This permits plastic

deformation and rupture to extend along the surface.
Particle velocities decrease below the surface.
In the above discussion it was assumed that the charge
radius was less than the depth of burial for the explosion
and therefore the gases could not vent to the atmosphere
before shock breakaway.

If cratering is to occur, then the

radial cracks from the explosive cavity must intersect the
earth to air interface.
into the

a~osphere

When this occurs, the gas expands

possibly giving the material already

in flight additional acceleration.

Finally, material wnich

is not ejected beyond the crater radius and unstable material
on the crater walls and lip must fall into the void created
by plastic deformation or compaction and ejected material.
The surface which can be seen from the edge of the crater
as measured from the original ground surface is defined
to be the apparent crater.
Ejecta velocity

histo~.

Initially, ejecta is given a

velocity equal to the spalling velocity, afterwhich, it
undergoes deceleration by the force of gravity until the
gas ball vents, at which time additional acceleration is
given the ejecta by the venting gases.

For shallow depths

of burial one expects very high spalling velocities and
little gas acceleration (Nordyke, 1961 p. 50).

At the
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optimum depth of burial the maximum apparent crater
sions result.

dimen~

For craters at these depths of bursts, all

mechanisms of crater formation are important, especially
gas acceleration.

For deep burial, spall velocities are

low and gas acceleration and subsidence are important.
Figure 3 is a qualitative representation of the vertical
velocity of the earth's free surface at ground zero.
II.

SURFACE PHENOMENA

After the initial compressional stress pulse reaches
the earth's surface, both the spalling of particles and
the gas pressure against the medium cause the surface above
the explosive cavity to rise and form a dome or mound.
mound expands until large cracks are formed.
cracks the explosive gases escape.

The

Through these

These escaping gases

accelerate material by pushing and dragging it.

This

possibly causes some scouring of the crater walls.

At the

crater edge material is upthrusted and overturned to form
the crater lip.
While in flight the ejected material undergoes commutation and sorting.

Material which is deposited ballistically

is characterized by large size, short range, high terminal
velocity, and by the dominance of gravity forces.

Aero-

dynamic drag has little effect on the ballistic trajectories
of this size material.

Other ttaterial, fine particulate

matter, is characterized by small size, low velocity, long
range and it is affected predominately by the viscosity
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of the atmosphere and wind forces.

Detailed and precise

descriptions of ejecta throwout and distribution are given
by R. H. Carlson and W. A. Roberts (1963), A. J. Chabai,
et al (1963), and Sakharov, et al (1959).
The deposits of ejecta are concentrated in rows which
radiate outward from ground zero.

The areal density of

ejecta at any constant distant from ground zero varies
considerably from row to row.

It is thought that the

number of rows and areal density within each row may be
related to the manner in which the mound breaks up just
before the explosive gases vent.
In general, both true and apparent crater dimensions
vary greatly with respect to the axis of the crater.

Thus,

crater dimensions reported in the literature are statistical values unless otherwise noted.
III.

SUMMARY

Similarity can never be achieved between cratering
experiments because of the complexit y of the cratering
process and therefore, the comparison and analysis of
results is difficult.
Qualitativel y four mechanisms of crater formation hav e
been examined; compaction or pla s tic deformation, spalling ,
gas acceleration and subsid enc e .

The relativ e contribution

each of these mechanisms play in producing a crater is
dependent on the depth of burst (considering only a constant
charge size).

A qualitive picture of the relative importance

lJ
of each mechanism in apparent crater depth formation is
shown in Figure 4.
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Compaction & Subsidence
DEPTH OF BURST

Figure 4. Relative contributions of various mechanisms
to apparent crater depth for an explosion crater
(after Nordyke) •

CHAPTER II
SCALING LAWS
At this time, no complete theory of cratering is
available and there is no theoretical formula which relates
the linear crater dimensions to medium properties, the
explosive energy and depth of burst of the charge.
Dimensional analysis has been used to establish relationships between some of the pertinent variables.

These

relationships are based on the dimensions of the chosen
variables.

It must be assumed that if the manner in which

the total explosive energy of the charge affects the
crater dimensions is known, it should be possible to predict
the dimensions of a crater produced by any charge from the
dimensions of a crater by different sized charge under
comparable conditions.

This comparing of the crater dimen-

sions is referred to as scaling.

(Vortman, 1963 p. 354).

It is generally agreed among investigators that the
following list of variables is sufficient to describe the
cratering phenomena.

This list shall be used for purposes

of discussion.
Medium Properties
P =density of undisturbed medium
Y = yield strength of medium
5 = viscosity or dissipation variable of medium

16
Independent Variables
d = depth of bomb burial
P = ambient pressure at depth, d
E = energy required to form crater
Dependent Variables
L = linear crater dimensions
t = time
U =velocity of medium particles during crater
formation
a = acceleration of medium particle during crater
formation
Constants
g = gravity
Other Variables
Strain
Void Ratio
Moisture Content
I.

CUBE - ROOT SCALING

In deriving the cube-root scaling law densities, p,
and particle velocities, U, are assumed to be constant.
This results in the requirements that for two experiments
to be similar, medium yield strength must be kept constant,

(1)
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medium viscosity must be scaled as the cube-root of the
explosive energy,

and gravity must be scaled as the cube-root of the inverse
of the explosive energy,
( 3)

Linear distances associated with the crater will scale
according to the cube-root law which is
( 4)

and since crater volume is proportional to product of three
linear distances, volume will scale as
( 5)

If it is assumed that the fraction of the total explosive
energy contributing to crater formation is constant and
directly related to charge weight, then E can be replaced
by W, change weight.

For any two geometrically similar

models equations (4) and (5) become

L ;wl/3
l

l

= L /Wl/ 3 = A. L
2
2

( 6)

and
( 7)

where).. is the scaled quantity.

Thus, once the scaled depth
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of burst, AD' is fixed, the value of all other scaled
variables is fixed.
Tnhomogeneity of the earth's density and yield strength
is expected to cause some scatter in scaled results.
Viscosity, 5, cannot be scaled in field experiments.
Qualitatively, the influence of viscosity on crater dimensions would be greatest for smaller charge weights and
models.

Thus, model experiments with smaller charge

weights are expected to produce smaller scaled crater
dimensions than do larger charge weights.

In effect,

this should result in larger scaling exponents for crater
dimensions as charge weight increases.

Inability to scale

gravity results in a constant ballistic range for particles
at scaled points of observation if particle velocities
are constant.

Qualitatively, this would be important for

large change weights and neglectable for small charge
weights.

If it is assumed that ballistic trajectories are

not involved with the formation of true crater dimensions,
then one expects a decrease in the scaling exponent of
apparent crater dimensions wtth an increase in charge weight.
It is seen from equations (6) and (7) that the relationship between L and wl/3 or V and W is constant.

Therefore,

these equations will not predict any maxima or minima or
changes in the slope of the straight line relationship.
The Nevada Test Site desert alluvium is the only medium
for which there is voluminous data from actual model experiments.

The data referred to in the following discussion

19
are for that medium.
The scaled apparent crater volume for various scaled
depths of bursts is shown in Figure

5.

In Figure 6 and 7

scaled apparent crater dimensions for various scaled depths
of bursts are shown.

(These charts are adopted from Chabai's

publication "Crater Scaling Laws for Desert Alluvium" which
is referenced in Figure 5.)

The construction of the charts

involves the equivalence of nuclear explosives to high
explosives and this is explained in his publication.

These

charts represent a summation of crater data in desert
alluvium to date.

Appendix B contains crater data sufficient

for construction of such charts.

These data are adopted

from Nordyke (19 61) and supplemented with data from Carlson
and Jones (1965).

In Figure 5 it is evident that larger

charge weights produce smaller scaled apparent crater
volumes at the same scaled depth of burst.

If cube-root

scaling was strictly obeyed and similarity existed for
scaling apparent crater volumes, then there would be only
one value of the scaled apparent crater volume for each
scaled depth of burst.

The same is true for the apparent

crater dimensions in Figures 6 and 7.

Obviously, the

larg er charge weights produced smaller scaled quanti ties.
Thus, experimenta l evidence shows that there is a systematic
d eviation from cube-root scaling in desert alluvium.

Con-

sideration of the inability to scale the viscosity of the
medium should result in larger scaled crater dimensions for
larger charge weights.

But this is opposite to the

20
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observation in desert alluvium when the dimensions are
scaled by the cube-root law.

Thus, medium properties do

not account for the deviation from cube-root scaling.
Consideration of the inability to scale gravity should
result in smaller scaled apparent crater volume and depth
with larger charge weights and this is precisely what
these charts demonstrate.

Furthermore, the spread in

scaled results at a constant scaled depth of burst increasees with increasing charge weight and this enhances
the suggestion that gravity has greater

inf~uence

on apparent

crater phenomena as larger charges are used at deeper
depths of burst.

II.

GRAVITY SCALING

Chabai and Hankins (1960), realizing that cube-root
scaling was inadequate in desert alluvium, proposed gravity
scaling laws.

For explosives detonated in a medium of

. constant density, p, and with the condition that gravity,
g, is constant, gravity scaling requires that for two
experiments to be similar yield stren g th and viscosity
m~st

scale according to
( 8)

and
51/52

=

(E /E )1/J(p /P )1/6
1

2

1

2

(9)
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_Particle velocities must scale as
(10)
Linear distances associated with the crater will scale
according to the gravity scaling law which is

L /L
1

- (E /E )l/3(p /P )1/3

2 -

1

2

provided similarity exists.

-

2

(11)

1

This appears to be the cube-

root scaling law modified by the factor (P 2/P 1 ) 1 /3 when
gravity is not required to be

scaled~

The symbol P is

interpreted as the absolute pressure (lithostatic plus
atmospheric) at the depth d + K.

Here K is the depth of

desert alluvium required for atmospheric pressure and d is
the depth of burst.

Under these terms equation (11) can

be restated as
L1 /L 2

=

(E 1 /E 2 )l/ 3 ((d 2 +K)/(d1 +K))l/3 •

(12)

For surface or shallow depths of bursts d can be ignored
when compared to K, equations (8), (9), (10), and (11)
reduce to the conditions for cube-root scaling.

For deeper

depths of burial K can be ignored when compared to d,

~nd

equation (12) reduces to
(13)
If the depth of burst is of the same order of magnitude as
the crater dimension L, then

25
Ll/12 -- (E 1 /E 2 )1/4

(14)

which is fourth-root scaling.
The inability to scale medium properties Y and 5
becomes less significant as both E and d are increased.
When P is interpreted

as lithostatic plus atmospheric

pressure, or as the atmospheric pressure alone, the
dimensionless quantity P/pgd, is never similar for experiments unless atmospheric pressure can be scaled.

Chabai

(1962, p. 36) suggests that the inability to scale crater
dimensions properly may be a result of similarity violation
by not scaling atmospheric pressure.
Gravity scaling requires that particle velocities be
scaled.

However, Carlson and _Jones (1964, p. 64) report

that particle "exit" velocities do not scale in field
experiments when gas acceleration is neglected.

There is

little information available about particle velocity
scaling in field experiments when gas acceleration is not
neglected.
The same data that was scaled by the cube-root law and
presented in Figures 5, 6, and 7 is scaled by the gravity
scaling law and presented in Figures 8, 9, and 10.

It is

difficult to compare the results scaled by the gravity
scaling law with results scaled by the cube-root law
because experiments which were considered similar, or
comparable, by the cube-root law are not similar according
to gravity scaling law.

Chabai and Hankins (1960, p. 12)

suggest that there is a reduction in the scatter of data
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and that greater similarity exists between experiments
performed with nuclear and chemical explosive when gravity
scaling is used in place of cube-root scaling.
III.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In summary, cube-root scaling similarity requires that

p, U, Y be constant and that g and 5 be scaled.

Gravity

scaling similarity requires that p and g be constant and
that 5, Y and U be scaled.

In either case, similarity

, between experiments cannot be achieved because medium
properties cannot be scaled in field experiments.

Although

experiments are never similar, they must be assumed comparable.

The results of cratering experiments in desert

alluvium when scaled by the cube-root law exhibit a
systematic deviation.

Larger charge weights consistently

produce smaller scaled results at any constant scaled
depth of burst.

The inability to scale medium properties

does not account for this deviation.

Inability to scale

gravity may be responsible for this deviation.
Chabai's interpretation of P in the gravity scaling law
helps reduce the scatter in data.

Experimental results

scaled by the gravity scaling law show the trends expected
when medium properties are not scaled.
Nordyke (1961, p. 6) recommended that cube-root scaling
be used for all effects except when discussing apparent
crater phenomena.

Generally, the true crater radius is

equal to the apparent crater radius.

This means that
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scaled apparent crater volume and, therefore, scaled
apparent crater depth are expected to deviate from the cuberoot law.

Then true crater phenomena are essentially

independent of gravity and particle velocity; apparent
crater phenomena are dependent on gravity and particle
velocity.

Carlson and Jones (1965) report that the ejecta

volume represents a substantial portion of the apparent
crater volume for the cases they investigated.

The amount

of material ejected is dependent on both gravity and particle
velocity or the ballistic range of each particle within the
true crater.
The inability to scale atmospheric pressure does not
account for the observed deviations from cube-root scaling.
Furthermore, it is doubtful that lithostatic pressure or
Chabai's interpretation of P has any physical significance
in the cratering process, especially the ejecta process.
Instead, particle velocity probably does not scale in field
experiments; this results in a constant ballistic range for
each particle at a scaled point of observation.

Therefore,

as true crater dimensions increase with increasing charge
wieght, particles move a smaller fraction of the crater
radius.

Thus, more material falls back into the crater and

the scaled apparent crater volume decreases.

This was first

mentioned by Hess (1961, p. 0-0).
There is no good reason to believe that apparent crater
phenomena should obey any scaling law.

In Chapter I it was

seen that particle velocity is dependent both on medium
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properties and the interaction of the mechanisms of crater
formation.

But, if it is assumed that particle velocities

do not scale in field experiments, then it is possible to
numerically demonstrate that the inability to scale gravity
accounts for the systematic deviation of the scaled apparent
crater results from the cube-root law.
In the next chapter a mathematical ballistic m8del will
be developed and used to numerically demonstrate that scaled
apparent crater volume decreases as true crater dimensions,
or charge weight increase.

CHAPTER III
BALLISTIC MODEL
At this time, there is no complete mathematical model
to simulate the complete cratering process.

An initial

calculational model of the mechanism of cavity formation
and the shock propagation into the surrounding environment
has been developed (Nuckalls, 1959; Maenchen and Nuckalls,

1961).

Knox and Terhume (1964, p. 75) have 'developed a

two-dimensional numerical model of cratering physics for
high-explosives sources in alluvium during the gas
acceleration phase of crater formation which is used to
estimate crater radii.

Hess (1961) used the conventional

ballistic relationships to study the apparent crater and
lip shape build up.

In his study the crater cross section

was divided into zones.

Each zone was given a mass and

velocity and then allowed to undergo free fall under the
action of gravity alone.
model.

Hess calls this an "impulsive"

He concedes that this "impulsive" model is not

accurate because evidence has it that particles actually
undergo some parabolic displacement before obtaining
their final velocity during the gas acceleration phase of
the cratering process.

However, the impulsive model may be

most nearly true for shallow depths of bursts or on the
moon where there is essentially no gas acceleration
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(Hess, 1961 p. 0-ll; Nordyke, 1961 p. 62).
The ballistic model developed in the following section
is similar to the Hess impulsive model.

It will be used in

this dissertation primarily to calculate the ejecta volume
for each crater in series of successively larger true
craters which have the same scaled dimensions in common.
Various other applications will also be mentioned.
I.

DEVELOPMENT

The assumptions necessary to simplify the derivation
and employment of the ballistic model equation are:
l. The crater is axially symmetrical with respect
to the Y-axis.
2. Material in the crater is simulated by an infinite
number of individual points which will be referred
to as particles.

J. The particle velocity field is radial through the
center of gravity of the charge; Hess (1961, p. 0-7)
reports that velocity fields are in fact very nearly
radial.

4. The particle velocity field is constant; it is
assumed that a constant particle velocity field can
be used in place of a variable particle velocity
field which occurs under actual conditions.

But

this constant velocity field can only be used to
obtain from the ballistic model the same ejecta
volume which would occur under actual conditions.

5·

There is no compaction by explosive forces; the
apparent crater volume is equal to the ejecta volume.
This conflicts unimportantly with our previous
statement that the impulsive model is most applicable
at shallow depths of bursts where compaction plays
an important role (see Figure 3).

6. The charge is a point source of energy.
7• At time t=O, the true crater is formed, and can be

approximated as a cone whose vertex is at the DoB.
Therefore, Dt = DoB.
8. At time t=O, all particles within the true crater
confines have not been displaced relative to their
initial positions, but have an initial velocity, V0

•

9. Aerodynamic drag and wind effects are ignored.
10. The apparent crater radius equals the true crater

radius.
11. The flight pattern of one particle does not interfere

with the flight pattern of any other particle.
The convent·ional ballistic equations for a generalized
particle in Figure 11 are

(15)
and
y

=

v t cos 9 - (g/2)t 2 + y
0

0

•

(16)

Assumption ll allows the elimination of the common parameter
t between particles, and t can be eliminated in equations (15)

Y-axis
Original Ground
Surface

~------Ra

•

X-axis
True Crater
Surface
X = Horizontal range coordinate
Y = Vertical range coordinate
X = Initial horizontal coordinate of particle
0
Y0 = Initial vertical coordinate of particle
Figure 11. Schematic diagram of true crater and definition
of terms for the ballistic model.
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and. (16).

These equations combine to yield
Y-Y 0 = (X-X 0 )cot 9 - g(X-X0 ) 2 /(2V 02 sin 29) •

(17)

From the geometry of Figure 11 the following transformations
can be used in equation (17)
cot 9 = y 0 /X 0

(18)

and
sin 8

(19)

These transformations are not valid at the origin.
(17) is the ballistic model.

Equation

The origin is taken at the

vertex of the true crater ani, therefore, the earth's surface
If X = R , total range, and
z
Y = Dt and either X0 or Y0 is specified, then it is possible
is Dt or DoB above the vertex.

to ca.lcula te the unknoNn variable, either Y0 or X0
equation (17).

,

from

In general the search for the unknown

variable is limited to the area bounded by the Y-axis, the
earth's surface, and the surface of the true crater.

Once

the unknown variable is found, the initial geo:netric loca·t; ion
of a particle whose ballistic trajectory passes through the
range coordinates (R 2 , Dt) is known.

Furthermore, the

particle located at (X 0 , Y0 ) actually represents a locus o f
par ticles in thr ee -dimensions.

Eq~at ion

(17) does not

indicate whether or not the ballistic trajectory of a
particle passes through the coordinates (Ra, Dt) in either
ascending or descending flight.

Consequently, a particle
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whose initial coordinates (X0

,

Y0

)

satisfy equation (17)

with X= Ra andY= Dt might either fall to the point
(Ra' Dt) or pass through it and have a ballistic range
greater than Ra.

Mathematically this is evident from

equation (17) because it is of the second order in the
variable X and, therefore, there are two values of X
which will satisfy each set of values for Y, X0 , and Y0

•

The locus of the initial positions of all particles whose
ballistic trajectories reach the point (Ra, Dt) in descending
flight constitutes an isorange contour and in this case a
limiting boundary which separates potential ejecta from fallback.

The locus of the initial positions of all particles

whose ballistic trajectories reach the point (Ra, Dt) in
ascending flight constitutes the terminating points of other
ejecta isorange contours.

These two loci unite to define

a limiting boundary which completely defines the area of the
crater cross-section from which all material is ejected.
The volume of ejecta is obtained by revolving this area
about the Y-axis.

Before entering directly into the results

of such computations, it is instructive to examine the
procedural use of equation (17) for calculating points
along the boundary between ejecta and fallback.
II.

BOUNDARY CALCULATIONS

Figure 12 shows schematically the geometry of the
boundary between potential ejecta and fallback.

That is,

the configuration of the boundary is either case (a) or
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I

Case (a)

(Xs,Dt) -

I

'---True Crater Surface

Case (b)

----True Crater Surface
Case (c)

'---True Crater Surface
Figure 12.

Boundary between ejecta and fallback material.
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case (b), or some intermediate configuration case (c).

The

dashed portion of the boundary represents the locus of
terminating points of isorange contours.

Equation (17)

can be used to determine which of the three configurations
will occur for a given set of values X= Ra, Y = Dt, V0

•

This knowledge aids in solving for points along the boundary.
The first point of interest common to cases (a), (b),
and (c) of Figure (12) is X •
s

This is the location of the

particle on the surface closest to the Y-axis which will
be ejected to the crater edge.

In accordance with those

conditions
X

= Ra

(20)

y

= Dt

( 21)

Yo

= Dt

.

(22)

These three equations are substituted into equations (17),
(18), and (19) which are combined to yield
(23)
where 2V 02 /g is written as A for convenience.

One solution

to equation (23) is

The particle which has the coordinates X0 = Ra, Y0
t

=

Dt at

= 0 satisfies equation (23) by virture of its initial

position.

This is not Xs.

The root (Ra-X0

)

is removed
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from equation (24) and the new equation written as

The most expedient way to numerically solve this cubic
equation is by the "method of successive substitutions"
(Hildebrand 1956, p. 44J).
Equation (25) has the form
(26)
Equation (26) is rewritten in the form
(27)
The recurrence relation for equation ( 27) is
(28)
To assure convergence for the sequence of operations indicated by equation (28), F(X0

)

is subject to the condition

that

(29)

<l '

a
where a is in the neighborhood of the true root, Xs.
Furthermore, equa t ion (25) has three roots, therefore,
F(X 0

)

must also be subject to the condition that the

operations of equatiofl (28) will converge to the smallest
positive root, Xs.

Other roots of equation (25) have no

meaning for the problem at hand.

Once Xs is found, the

location of two particles on the surface, Y0

:

Dt' whose
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ballistic trajectories pass through the range point
(Ra' Dt) is known.

All particles located on this surface

to the right of X0

= Xs in Figure (12) are ejected beyond

the crater radius.
The second point of interest in Figure (12) is X0 = Xe,
where Xe is the minimum value of X0 which will produce real
answers when equation (17) is solved for Y0

•

To find this

point
(30)
and.
Y

= Dt

in equations (17), (18), and (19).

( 31)
Equation (17) rewritten

with the forethought of solving it for values of

Y0

at a

given X0 becomes a quadratic whose argument is Y0

•

Its

new form is
y 2 - Y AX R /(R -X ) 2 + X02 (ADt/(Ra-X 0 ) 2 + l)

o

o

o a

a

o

= 0 .

(32)

The solutions for Y are
0

X0

(Yo)l,2 = ~

(

ARa
(R -X )2
a

o

To find X = X the argument of the square-root function in
o
e
equation (33) is set equal to zero, and it is expanded in
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terms of the argument (Ba-X0 ).

This yields

(Ba-X 0 ) 4 + ADt(Ba-X0 ) 2 - (ABa/2) 2

=

0 •

(34)

Equation (34) is a quadratic whose argument is (Ba-X0 ) 2
and whose solution is

the plus (+) coefficient of the second term in equation (35)
can be ignored because only the value of X which is less
e
than Ba is of interest. If equation (35) is substituted
into equation (33), the result is

(36)

Thus, the coordinates Xe, Ye are calculated.

If Ye is

greater than Dt, then the point (X , Y ) is ignored, the
e

e

point (Xs' Dt) is taken for the beginning of the boundary
computation, and case (a) is expected.

If Ye is less than

Dt and Xe is greater than zero, then the point (X e , Ye )
is taken for the beginning of the boundary computation,
and case (c) is expected.

If Ye is less than Dt and Xe

is less than zero, then the origin is taken as the beginning
of the boundary computation and case (b) is expected.
If case (a) of Figure 12 is expected, then it is
necessary to find only the least value of Y0 from equation

(33).

Thus, for successive values of X0 between Xs and Ba,

successive values of Y0 all of which are less than Dt are

found from equation (33).

The material ejected to or beyond

the crater radius is thereby outlined by the locus of
points for which

(37)
X

s

<X

o

(38)

< R

a

and the least values of Y0 from equation (33) using the
©ordinates of equation (38).
If case (b) or case (c) of Figure 12 is expected, then
both values of Y0 for successive values of X0 between the
origin and Xs or Xe and Xs as the case may be must be
found from equation (33).

The particles which are ejected

lie on the line connecting the two roots of equation (33).
Both values of Y0 are less than Dt.

For values of X0

between Xs and Ra the procedure reverts back to that
discussed for case (a).
III.

VOLUME COMPUTATIONS

Between any two successive boundary point computations
the incremental volume of ejecta may be found by applying the
Theorem of Pappus (Ayres, 1950, p. 118) to the plane area
of ejecta outlined by the successive coordinates.

If this

is done between all successive points, then the total volume
of ejecta is the sum of incremental volumes.

Generally,

the incremental area of ejecta will have to be subdivided
into regular geometric shapes whose centroids are known.
If these areas are revolved individually about the Y-axes,
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their sum is the incremental volume of ejecta.

The

distance between successive X0 coordinates must be chosen
so that a straight line boundary approximation between
successive boundary coordinates is nearly true.
The procedural use of the ballistic model, equation
(17), for calculation of ejecta volumes has been outlined.
There are several other applications towards which the
ballistic model is being developed.

These are outlined

below.
IV.

LOCATION OF PARTICLE ON SURFACE
HAVING THE MAXIMUM TOTAL RANGE

Equation (17) with Y

= Dt

and Y0

= Dt

(X-X ) 2 - A cot 9 sin 29(X-X )
0

0

is

=

0 .

(39)

The root (X-X ) is ignored and equation (39) is solved
0

explicitly for X, the total range, which yields
(40)

X= X0 + (A/2)sin29 •

Equation (40) has the form
X

= F(X0 )

(41)

•

The conditions necessary for X to have a relative maximum
or minimum in equation (41) are
dX

0

0

(42)
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These operations applied to equation (40) yield

( 43)
The solutions of equation (43) are

Thus, if a relative maximum or minimum is to occur, then

(4-5)
The solutions, (X0 ) 1 and (X0 ) 2 of equation (44) give the X0
coordinates of particles which will have a relative maximum
and minimum total range.

These ranges are found by sub-

stituting the solutions of equation (44) into equation (40).
If the particle which has a relative minimum total range
lies outside the crater radius, then the relative maximum
total range is the maximum total range.

If the particle

which has a relative minimum total range lies inside the
crater radius, then it is possible for the particle located
at the crater radius point to have the maximum total range.
In that case, one must compare the total range s of these
particles to see which is greater.
Using a constant particle velocity field simplifies
using equation (40) in the manner just described.

If the

velocity field was not constant, tha t is, if the initial
velocity of a particle was given as a f unction of the
particle's geometric location within the true crater, then
the determination of maximum total range by the application
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of the conditions of equation (42) would be much more
complex, but possible.
V.

ISORANGE CONTOURS

Once the boundary defining the ejected material is
established, equation (17) can be used to calculate the
coordinates of any isorange contour within this boundary.
By letting X

=

Rz, where R2 is value of the desired range

contour, the same procedure as was outlined for finding
the boundary between potential ejecta and potential fallback
is used to calculate the coordinates of the isorange contour.
An alternate method is to subdivide each plane area of ejecta
during the boundary calculation, find the range of each subdivision from equation (17), plot the results on the crater
cross-section and draw the desired contours.
VI.

EJECTA PROFILE

Particles within the true crater are grouped or divided
into zones.

In three-dimensions each zone represents a

symmetrical ring of material.

The distance from the crater

edge to maximum total range point is divided into compartments.
It is then assumed that the total range of each particle
within the zone is approximately the same as the range of
the zone centroid.

All the rna terial in the zone is assumed

to be ballistically ejected into one of the compartments
and spread uniformly across the compartment.

The contribu-

tion this ring of material makes to the ejecta thickness
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in the compartment is
( dX) ( dY) (X ) ( p )

dT

=

c

0

(46)

where the symbols are defined for the case of Figure (lJ).
This procedure is iterated for all zones.

The cumulative

ejecta thickness is an approximation to the ejecta profile
height in each compartment.
Smaller zones and more numerous compartments lncrease
the validity of the assumptions and the accuracy of the
ejecta profile calculation.

But, this method can only be

considered as a first approximation because no consideration
is given to the crater lip and ejecta profile build up as
material is deposited.

Range Compartments

dt

True Crater Surface
P0
p~

=
=

In-situ volumetric density
Displa.ced volumetric density

Fi g ure lJ.

Schematic diagram for ejecta profile calculation.

CHAPTER IV
EMPLOYMENT OF BALLISTIC MODEL
The primary purpose of this dissertation is to use the
ballistic model to numerically demonstrate that the inability
to scale gravity according to the cube-root law in field
experiments causes the scaled ejecta volume to decrease
as larger charges are used at constant scaled depth of
burst.

To achieve this purpose, equation (17), its

various forms, and a number of logical decisions must be
repetitiously employed.

Consequently, a computer program

was developed to perform the desired work.

This program

allowed the computer to calculate ejecta volumes, surface
location of particles exhibiting relative maximum and
minimum total ranges, magnitude of the relative maximum
and minimum total range, maximum total range, coordinates
of the boundary between ejecta and fallback, data sufficient
for plotting of isorange contours, and the ejecta profile
for any number of scaled crater dimensions and constant
radial particle velocity fields.
volumes will be reported.

However, only the ejecta

(The University of Missouri at

Rolla Computer Science Center equipment is described in
Appendix C.)
I.

INPUT PARAMETERS

The Stagecoach II event (Vortmann, 1962) scaled crater
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dimensions were selected as initial input values of R and
a
Dt in the program. For this event the approximate crater
dimensions were
Ra

= 15.2 (meters)

DoB =

(47)

5.2 (meters) ,

(48)

W = 18.15 (metric tons) .

(49)

and

By virture of the previous acceptance of the cube-root
scaling law for describing crater dimensions, these values
are reduced for 0.907185 metric tons (l-short ton) explosive
to
Ra
DoS

= 5.62 (meters)

(50)

= 1.94

(51)

(meters) ,

and
W = .907185 (metric tons) .

(52)

Thus, the scaled crater radius is
(53)

and the scaled DoB is
ADoB = 2.00

(54)

The calculation of ejecta volumes is carried out for the
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range of crater dimensions from

to
Ra

=

562.0, Dt = 194.0 •

(55)

This, in effect, varies the charge weight from 0.907185 to
907,185 metric tons (l to 1,000,000 short tons).

Successive

crater dimensions were calculated from equation (6) with
successive charge weight in a ratio of 10.

Thus, equation

(6) in recurrence form became
Lk+l

= (10) l/3 Lk

In all calculations gravity, g

=

(56)

9.8 meters/se~ was

held constant in accordance with field conditions.
velocity, V0

,

Particle

was held constant for successive ejecta

volume computations in accordance with cube-root scaling
conditions.
The computer calculated the ejecta volume for each set
of parameters Ra and Dt it was given.

Once ejecta volume

computations had been made for the range of crater dimensions dictated by equations (55) and (56), the value of
V0 was changed and the procedure was iterated until a wide
range of particle velocities had been used.
II.

RESULTS

The numerical results of these calculations are given
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in table I.

They were calculated using 8-place precision

in the computer.

In a few cases double precision or 16-

place precision was used where 8-place precision was
inadequate or for comparison of the results calculated
with 8-place precision.

This is so noted in the tabulated

results which are rounded in the last decimal place.
Figure 14 is a plot of the logarithm of the ejecta volume
versus the logarithm of the change weight for selected
values of V0 from table I.

Figure 15 is a plot of the

scaled ejecta volume versus the logarithm of the charge
weight for selected values of V0 from table I.
III.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

In Figure 14 the line for which m (slope) = l is the
ideal relationship between Vt and W according to the cuberoot scaling law.

Values for ejecta volume along this line

represent limiting values of Ve equal to Vt.

The true

crater volume by virture of the successive choices of
crater dimensions and geometric similarity between successive
craters must always obey the cube-root scaling law.

In

Figure 14 it is seen that in some instances the ejecta
volume is very nearly equal to the true crater volume.

This

indicates that the magnitude of the particle velocity in
those instances is large enough to completely remove almost
all the material within the true crater.

For the range of

charge weights, or crater dimensions, over which this is
true the ejecta volume scaling exponent is approximately l

TABLE I
EJECTA VOLUME - CHARGE WEIGHT DATA

w
Ra
DoB
Vf;!

0.907185 9.071850
12.10
5.62
1.94
4.18

90.71850
26.08
9.00

907.1850
56.2
19.4

9071.850
121.0
41.8

90718.50
260.8
90.0

907185.0
562.0
194.0

0.132(0)* 0.279(0)
.240(1)
.470(1)
.166(2)
.264(2)
.414(2)
.102(3)
.511(2)
.279(3)
.588(2)
• 517( 3)
.612(2)
-571(3)
.635(2)
.626(3)
.639(2)
.635(3)
o640(2)
.638(3)
.640(2)
.639(3)

0.596(0)
-976(1)
.532(2)
.173(3)
.469(3)
.300(4)
.488(4)
.607(4)
.627(4)
.633(4)
.636(4)

0.128(1)
.207(2)
.106(3)
.345(3)
.874(3)
.519(4)
.210(5)
.565(5)
.609(5)
.623(5)
.630(5)

0.275(1)
.442(2)
.219(3)
.719(3)
.179(4)
-958(4)
-334(5)
.459(6)
-570(6)
.603(6)
.617(6)

0.592(1)
.950(2)
.490(3)
.147(4)
.368(4)
.195(5)
.640(5)
.150(7)
.468(7)
-552(7)
.586(7)

0.128(2)
.204(3)
.956(3)
o284{4)
-758(4)
.403(5)
.172(6)
.241(7)
.1 67(8)
.415(8)
.513(8)

for

v0 =

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

2
4
6
8
10
15
20
40
60
80
100

*The parentheses enclosed the power of 10 to which each decimal
must be raised.
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Figure 14.

Log W (metric-tons)
Ejecta volume versus charge weight.
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Scaled True Crater Volume

5
Log W (metric-tons)
Figure 15.

Scaled ejecta volume versus charge weight.
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(scaling exponent equals the curve slope).

At some point in

each of the curves the scaling exponent gradually decreases
to 0.333.

The charge weight at which this happens decreases

with decreasing particle velocity.
The nature of these curves can be explained.

The total

range of a particle on the surface can be expressed as
follows

where a is some fraction of the crater radius.

The total

range would increase with charge yield as
(58)

Consequently, the change in the total range between two
successive charge weights is
B

z2

B

zl

= aK(Wl/3
2

wl/3)
l

(59)

'

while the change in the corresponding crater radius is
B

a2

- B

al

= K(W~/3 - wi/3)

.

(60)

Substituting equation (60) into equation (59) yields

(61)
From equation (61) it is evident that the change in the
total range is a function of the particle position relative
to the ground zero.

Furthermore, the

cha~ge

in the total

range is always less than the change in the radius except
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for the particle for which a = l.

Ballistic range, Rb' is

constant and makes no contribution to the change in the
total range.

In other words as charge weight increases the

total range for any particle on the surface increases but
this increase is less than the increase in the crater radius.
For particles below the ground surface the same reasoning
is true, but in addition one must also consider the change
in the height from the particle to the surface.

The net

effect upon all particles is that the bulk of the ejecta
is deposited at distances that move relatively closer to
the crater edge as the charge weight is increased.

Finally,

a condition is reached where the total range of a substantial number of particles no longer exceeds the distance to
the crater edge.

At this point, proportionally more of the

material falls back into the crater.

This increase in fall-

back is shown in Figure 14 as the increase in the difference
between the true crater volume and the ejecta volume.
Implicit in the above statements is the fact that the
ejecta distribution and, therefore, the particle velocity
distribution plays an important role in the scaling relationship between ejecta volumes.
crater edge

o~tward

Ejecta is deposited from the

to the maximum total range.

When large

particle velociti e s are used in craters of relatively small
dimension the amount or thickness of the ejecta varies from
very thin at the crater edge to very thick at or near the
maximum total range.

Thus, the bulk of the ejecta is

deposited at a relatively great distance from the crater
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edge.

As crater dimensions are increased the bulk of the

ejecta moves closer to the crater edge until finally the
thickness of the ejecta varies from very thick at the
crater edge to very thin at or near the maximum total range
point.

As a consequence of this, it can be seen in Figure

14 that for large particle velocities the ejecta volumes
depart very slowly from the true crater volumes because
the ejecta distribution is very thin near the crater edge.
As charge weight is further increased the amount of fallback increases because the ejecta distribution is changing
as the bulk of the ejecta moves closer to the crater edge.
Over the range of charge weights

used, 0.907185 to 907185

metric tons, the ejecta volume scaling exponent gradually
changes from approximately 1.0 to O.JJJ.
The final slope of the ejecta volume - charge weight
curves tends to be a constant O.JJJ.

This is explained as

follows.
The cross-section of material that will be ejected
gradually changes from case (b) to case (a) of Figure 12
as crater dimensions, or charge weight, are increased.
Also, the centroid of this cross-section moves closer to
the crater radius, or crater edge.
tends to become as large as Ra.

Thus, the distance Xs

Consequently, Xs is a

greater fraction of the crater radius, Ra.

For two scaled

craters for which this is true the change in the total
range for each particle between Xs and Ra approximately
equals the change in the crater radius according to equation
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(61)..

The net effect upon all boundary points is that they

begin to scale directly as the crater dimensions.

This

causes the area of the cross-section of material which
will be ejected to remain essentially constant as the
crater dimensions are increased.

In applying the Theorem

of Pappus to find the volume of ejecta represented by this
area, the volume is calculated by revolving the centroid
of the area about the Y-axis.

This is expressed as
(62)

where R0 is the distance from the Y-axis to the centroid of
the area.

Now, since it is established that the area is

remaining essentially constant, it then is evident that
the volume becomes a function of R

0

alone.

And, R , by
0

consequence of the geometric location of the area scaling
as crater dimensions, must scale approximately the same
as the crater radius which in turn scales as the cube-root
of the charge weight.

Consequently, the ejecta volume

reaches a limiting condition where it also scales as the
cube-root of the charge weight.

This relationship exhibits

itself as curve slope of approximately 1/3 in Figure 14.
Qualitatively, consideration of air drag and particle
interaction

wo~ld

tend to increase the fallback volume as

change weight increases.

This would tend to lower the

volume scaling exponent to less than 1/J.
In Figure 15, it is seen that the scaled ejecta volume
is not constant as equation (7) indicates.

The scaled
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ejecta volume decreases as charge weight increases.

Here

it has been confirmed that as charge weight, hence crater
dimensions, increase particles travel a smaller fraction of
the crater radius and, thus, the amount of fallback increases
which results in a decrease in the scaled ejecta volume.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
All of the pertinent parameters governing the complex
mechanisms of crater formation are not clearly understood
or known.

Much data concerning crater dimensions and

apparent crater volumes was gathered under the Plowshare
Program.

Various "scaling laws" were devised in an attempt

to correlate this data with charge weight and depth of burst.
When cube-root scaling was used larger charge weights
consistently produced smaller scaled apparent crater volumes
at a constant scaled depth of burst.

This trend was less

evident when gravity scaling was applied to the data.
Taking into account the inability to scale medium strength
and viscosity did not explain the trend.

Chabai suggested

that the deviation from the cube-root law may be due to the
inability to scale atmospheric pressure.

In this paper it

was proposed that the inability to scale gravity accounts
for the systematic deviation from cube-root scaling.
The volume of ejecta represents a substantial fraction
of the apparent crater volume and is definitely influenced
by gravitational forces.

A theoretical investigation was

undertaken to establish the trend in the scaled ejecta
volume as charge weight and, consequently, crater dimensions
were increased by cube-root scaling.
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On the basis of the conventional ballistic equations
and several simplifying assumptions a ballistic model was
derived.

This model was employed to calculate the ejecta

volume and scaled ejecta volume for a series of

succes~

sively larger craters all of which had a constant scaled
crater radius and depth of burst.

The results of these

calculations were presented numerically in table I and
graphically in Figures (14) and (15).
The results show that scaled ejecta volumes decrease as
charge weight or crater dimensions are increased when
gravity is not scaled.
Neither gravity nor particle velocity scale in field
experiments.

This results in a constant ballistic range

for particles at scaled points of observation in similar
experiments.

Thus, the total range of a particle at a

scaled point of observation does not increase as rapidly
as crater dimensions when the charge weight is increased.
Consequently, as charge weight is increased each particle
travels a smaller fraction of the crater radius until,
finally, a condition is reached where particles originating
within certain regions of the crater are no longer ejected.
When one considers that contributions to the apparent
crater volume are made by the ejecta volume, compaction
by explosive forces, and subsidence or sloughing of the
crater walls and debris, then there is no good reason to
suspect that apparent crater volume, consequently, apparent
crater depth, should obey any scaling law.

But in cases
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where ejecta volume represents a substantial portion of the
apparent crater volume, the scaled ejecta volume will
strongly influence the scaled apparent crater volume when
the cube-root law is used.

On the basis of this investiga-

tion of scaled ejecta volumes, it must be concluded that the
inability to scale gravity in field experiments accounts
for the systematic deviation of scaled apparent crater
volumes from the cube-root law.
During the course of the investigation it became evident
that the ejecta profile and velocity distribution among
particles in the crater would strongly influence the change
in the ejecta volume scaling exponent.

From this, one must

conclude that before the ballistic model can be used to
predict ejecta volume scaling exponents or extrapolate the
results of model experiments, the distribution of particle
velocities in the crater must be known.
The ballistic model should be employed in a continued
study of the ejecta process.

The model should be improved

by
1. determining the initial displacement of particles
before they receive their final exit velocities,
2. use of a variable particle exit velocity field, and

J. consideration of time.
Also, the resulting distribution of ejecta should be
studied to determine the change in the ejecta distribution
with a change in charge weight.

The ballistic model should
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be so developed that it is compatible for use with other
numerical models which are being developed to simulate
other phases of the cratering process.
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APPENDIX A
RECOMMENDED CRATER NOMENCLATURE
This terminology is accredited to Spenst M. Hanson et al
(March 1964). Symbols are illustrated in Figure 16.
Maximum depth of apparent crater below preshot
ground surface measured normal to the preshot
ground surface o *
Dal

• •

Depth of apparent crater below average apparent
crater lip crest elevation.

Dob

• •

Normal depth of burst (measured normal to preshot
ground surface).

Dt • • •

Maximum depth of true crater below preshot ground
surface.

Dtl

• •

Depth of true crater lip crest below apparent crater
lip crest.

Ejecta •

Material above and or beyond the true crater and
inclues: (1) foldback; (2) breccia - ball~stic trajectory; (3) dust - aerosol transport; etc.

Fallback

Material fallen inside the true crater and includes:
(1) slide blocks; (2) breccia and stratified fallback
ballistic trajectory; (3) dust - aerosol transport;
(4) talus; etc.

Hal

• •

Apparent crater lip crest height above preshot ground
surface.

Htl

• •

True crater lip crest height above preshot ground
sur face.

L
ac

• •

Apparent crater lip crest.

Ltc

• •

True crater lip crest.

R • • •
a

Radius of apparent crater measured on the preshot
ground surface.
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Note:

The radius measurements pertain only to single charge
Craters and represent average dimensions. If crater
shape deviates substantially from circular, the direction of measurement must be specified. An average
radius value can also be determined by dividing the
plan area by n and taking the square root.

Ral

• •

Radius of apparent lip crest to center •

Rds

• •

Outer radius of displaced surface •

Rev

• •

Radius of outer boundary of continuous eje eta •

Rlb

• •

Outer radius of true lip boundary •

Rt • • •

Radius of true crater measured on the preshot ground
surface.

Rtl

• •

Radius of true lip crest to center •

Rzt

• •

Distance between the zero point and the true crater
surface measured in any specified direction. When
measured in a direction below the zero point is
equivalent to lower cavity radius.

sa • • •
sal
SGZ

Apparent crater surface, e.g. rock-air or rubble-air
interface.

• •

Apparent lip surface •

• •

Surface ground zero •

sd • • •

Displaced ground surface •

sP • • •

Preshot ground surface •

st • • •

True crater surface, e.g. rock-air or rock rubble
interface.

va • • •

Volume of apparent crater below preshot ground surface.

• •

Volume of apparent crater below apparent lip crest.

vt • • •

Volume of true crater below preshot ground surface.

val

vtl

z

• •

• • •

ZP • • •

Volume of true crater below true crater lip crest.
Vertical depth of burst (equivalent to Dob when
crater is formed on a horizontal surface).
Zero Point - effective center of explosion energy.

*All distances, unless specified otherwise, are measured parallel
or perpendicular to preshot ground surface.
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Note:

The following definitions apply to linear craters only.
Linear crater refers to the excavation formed by overlapping crater effects resulting from a row of charges.
All above terms applicable to single craters apply
also to linear craters with the exception of the radius
terms which are replaced by the width terms below.
·

wa • • •

Width of apparent linear crater measured on the preshot ground surface.

wal

• •

Width of apparent lip crest measured across linear
crater.

wds

• •

Width of displaced surface measured across linear
era ter.

web

• •

Width of outer boundary of continuous ejecta measured
across linear crater.

wlb
wt

.
..

•

Width of true crater outer lip boundary measured
across linear crater.

•

Width of true linear crater measured on the preshot
ground surface.

• •

wtl

Width of true linear crater lip crest measured across
era ter.

Additional symbols used in this report are defined below:

a

•

DoB

• •

Fraction of apparent crater radius.

• •

Burst depth.

Dt • • •

Depth of true crater.

E

• • •

Explosive energy utilized to form the crater.

K

...

Constant.

Rb • • •

Ballistic range of ejecta particle.

Rz •

Total distance that ejecta particle is deposited
from ground zero.

ve
v0

• •

• •

.

Volume of ejecta.

• • •

Particle exit velocity

• • •

Volume of true crater.

• • •

Charge weight.

)..

• • •

Scaled dimension.

e

• • •

Particle exit angle.

vt
w

~-----------------'Reb----------~~
~------~----Rds----------~
5at
EJECTA

D

t

Figure 16.

Crater terminology (after Hanson et al).

APPENDIX B
CRATER DATA

Series
Name

Jangle H.E.

Mole

ERDL

Shot
Designation

Charge
Weight
( 1 b)

Depth of
Burst
Z(ft)

Apparent
Crater
Radius
R(ft)

Apparent
Crater
D(ft)

Apparent
Crater
Volume
V(ft3)

HE-4
HE-1
HE-7
HE-6
HE-5
HE-3
HE-2

2560
2560
2560
2560
2560
2560
40,000

-2.05
2.05
2o60
3.01
4.10
6.84
5.13

6.90
18.50
19.00
19.80
19.40
20.27
39.00

-lo90
.6.70
6.70
6.10
?.50
10.80
15.00

110
2010
3300
3600
4000
6000
35,000

207
206
205
204
203
202
212

256
256
256
256
256
256

256

-0.83
0.00
0.83
1.65
3-17
6.35
6.35

4.05
6.35
8.90
9.45
8.35
11.40
11.20

1.40
1.70
2.20
2.40
4.10
5.90
6.07

37
129
312
364
358
1027
1174

403
405
401
406
402
404

256
256
256
256
256
256

0.83
1.65
3-17
4•17
.?6
6.35

8~36

3.37
4.60
5.45
4.22
6.25
6.12

301
511
837
686
961
1195

9.24
10.59

9.95

11.05
12.10

APPENDIX B (continued)

Series
Name

Sandia
Series

I

Sandia
Series II

Stagecoach
Scooter
Sedan

Shot
Designation

Charge
Weight
(lb)

8
2
9
10
16
4
11
12
17
15

256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256

S-12
S-13
11
10
9
8
7

256
256
256
256
256

256

Depth of
Burst
Z(ft)

6.)5
9.53
9-53
12.70
12.70
15.90
15.90
19.05
19.05
25.40

Apparent
Crater
Radius
R(ft)
lJ.l3
15.12
14.14
13.40
14.19
11.32
6.53
9.36

5.68

4.18

o.oo
o.oo
13.10
16.10
16.40
19.00
19.70
22.60
23.30

8.57
8.34
14.69
14.10
14.29
10.07
8.13
4.39

Apparent
Crater
D(ft)

Apparent
Crater
Volume
V( ft3)

7.30
7.86
7.16
4.10
6.70
1.77
Oo38
2.30
1.70
0.45

1489
2146
1930
1093
2220
368
236
256

2.49
2.60
5.43
4.55
2.61
1.60
1.01
1.00
0.30
1.15

161
267
1670
1077
716
297
121
170
18
16

55

31

6
5

4

256
256
256
256

2
3
1

40,000
40,000
40,000

17.1
34.2
80.0

50.5
58.6
57o0

23.6
29.2
7-9

83,650
144,600
49,145

1;ooo,ooo

125.0

153.8

74.5

2,642,000

200,000,000

635.0

602.0

310.0

1.79x10 8

25.50

3.0)

2.35

"""-l

N

APPENDIX C
THE UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI AT ROLLA
COMPUTER SCIENCE CENTER EQUIPMENT
Computing equipment available for instruction and
research includes:
1. An IBM 1620 Model 2 digital computer system with
60,000 positions of core storage, two disk storage
drives with four million digits of random access
storage, 500 cards per minute reader, 250 cards per
minute punch, automatic floating point hardware, and
a high speed line printer.
2. An IBM 1620 Model 1 digital computer system with
60,000 positions of core storage, two disk storage
drives with four million digits of random access
storage, indirect addressing, automatic divide, floating
point hardware, 500 cards per minute reader, 250 cards
per minute punch, and a Calcomp Model 566 high speed
digital incremental plotter.

3. Card tabulating equipment located in the Computer
Science Center includes IBM card punch machines,
card sorter, verifier, IBM 407 accounting machine,
reproducing punch, collator and interpreter.
An extensive library of programs is maintained for all
systems.
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